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Based on the product offering and the situation, a combination of the OptiCLEAN series of 
chemicals will deliver a clean pH mildly acidic texture “after” treat.

FABRIC AND CARPET CLEANING

OptiCLEAN removes tough soiled areas including sand, dirt, and other particles that are 
challenging for conventional stain removers and pre-treat/pre-spray solutions.

EuroSolutions believes to achieve “best” results we must extract, lift and separate to 

remove all contaminates. Our engineered solutions are built to remove stains, odors, dirt 

debris from all carpets, fabrics including linens to restore them to the best possible condition. Our 

approach is achieved by utilizing polymer technologies and degreasing technologies that provide 

us with a powerful combination of cleaning action.

OptiCLEAN HD Heavy Duty Cleaner 
Completely new technologies to provide “state of the art” environmentally friendly surfactants allowing material to 
remove quickly grime, smoke residue, dust, debris leaving a clean and treatable surface for our OSE. 

OptiCLEAN FPS Fabric Pre-Spray 
Compounded for use on all fine fabrics, rugs, and carpet. We’ve carefully selected the most appropriate chemicals to 
remove challenging stains such as oil, grease, makeup, and ground-in messes. These chemicals act independently and 
collectively to prevent re-deposit of sediment.

OptiCLEAN TR Textile Rinse 
Provides your customer with an effective mildly acidic and balanced stain remover. Even set-in stains can be removed 
from fabric due to the interactions between our surfactants and detergents. This extends the life of your fabric due to the 
lack of abrasive chemicals.

OptiCLEAN HDCP Heavy Duty Carpet Pre-Spray 
Environmentally compliant, water based, biodegradable, industrial carpet cleaner, degreaser. HDG is designed for all 
industrial carpet cleaning applications. This product is designed to attack heavy soils with exceptional degreasing action.

OptiCLEAN LBCF Liquid Browning Coffee Free 
A “fighting” solution developed to deliver a powerful solution for the hardest stains for fabrics, carpets, linens and 
upholstery. The fluid primary focus is to attack ingrained coffee and discoloration that occurs in all situations.

Further details are available via Technical Data Sheets, please consult your EuroSolutions representative
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